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About This Game

Battle it out on the proving grounds and get ready for Future Wars.
Similar to classic titles such as Advance Wars and Battle Isle, the game takes strategy gaming away from the micro-management

overkill that it has become and using simple, proven rock-paper-scissors principles, reopens the genre to everyone.
With a modern 3D engine providing the graphics, a proven, easy to learn, but difficult to master set of rules surrounded by an

engaging plot and challenging gameplay, the game will appeal to newcomers and hard-core gamers alike.
Also available is unlimited access and infinite possibilities to mod the game through open data structure, open scripts and an

easy-to-use editor.

Features

Modern 3D graphics & proven gameplay embedded in an engaging and sometimes, humorous plot

Infinite modding possibilities through open data structure, open scripts and editor

Novel and unique game modes such as AI vs. AI or play-by-email

Rock-paper-scissors principle makes Future Wars easy to learn but difficult to master
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In-game achievements allows for hours of replay to acquire top honors
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Title: Future Wars
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Radon Labs
Publisher:
Radon Labs
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP / Vista™ / Windows® 7

Processor: Pentium D 3.0 GHZ or capable processors

Memory: 1GB (2GB for multiplayer)

Graphics: ATI Radeon X1600XT or capable graphics adapter supporting PixelShader 2.0 or nVidia Geforce 8800GTS or
better

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 500MB space free

Sound: DirectSound® compatible

English,German
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You decided out of good reasons not to have a one-session online multiplayer mode. As in more complex maps, turns can take
up to an hour, it just does not make sense to us. a Dev said,

This is one of the dumbest things I've ever seen. If we want to spend a couple hours in a game why not let us. I know it may not
be for everyone but the option should still be there. Especially since the game claims to have online multiplayer. This is
borderline false advertising. As even if you are passing your save back and forth you are still only playing single player. No real
time play or competitiveness. And you have to use outside software. This ruins the game. The ignorance of the developers to
assume this would be enough is just that, ignorant.
. At least my Recycle Bin enjoyed this game.. This game seemed to be interesting, but sadly failed on so many levels. Having
been compared to Advance Wars, I was expecting a lot more out of the game than it gave me.

The plot was uninspiring, the characters at least as much. The art, animations and unit design also leads much to be desired.
Complemented with bugs, and a lack of other Advance Wars features mean that even Hot Seat and Editing fail to make this
enjoyable and engaging.

Much regret on my part for buying this game.... Imagine Advance Wars. Imagine Advance Wars with tedious controls and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 story and a fraction of the depth. You are now imagining Future Wars.

Not even once.. What and absolute piece of crap, its so bad it would be hilarious if it werent for the 70 cents i wasted buying
this abomination.
After seeing all the negative reviews i though, come on, it cant be THAT bad, well, i was wrong.
Seriously dont buy it, go and emulate advance wars instead.. Bad clone of Advance Wars .... For anyone having issues that they
accidentally changed resolution and can't get it back, here's an email from their support.
That being said, I'll actually try the game now.

"first of all thanks for the buy. Even though the options menu does not include all resolutions, it is possible to change them
manually. Just go to:

C:\\Users\\"Name"\\Documents\\Future Wars\\profiles

Now open the "profile" document with Notepad or Editor

Find the ScreenWidth="1280" ScreenHeight="720" (or something like that) text line and change it to your native resolution.

Anyway, the game was designed on the original resolutions of the menu. If you alter via the .ini file, you can run the other
resolutions but the gfx options menu will crash the game. But besides this, the game should run and fine in any res - just don`t
enter the menu anymore.

I hope you will enjoy the game.

Best regards,

Marcel \/\/ Team Headup"
. *Note* I got this on a coupon

This game when I first loaded it made my computer crash and have multiple errors afterwards. After that occurred, I did not
hesitate to uninstall the game.

- 2 months later -

I had decided to reinstall the game. This time it actually didn't crash my computer! However, the AI had no idea what it was
doing and made this game seem very unfinished to me. I never played again. Maybe some day the game will be blessed and be
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better, because this game has potential. Who knows when that day will come?

Overall Rating : 4\/10

Recommendation : No

Reason: Has potential,but seems very unfinished

. It is not a good sign when the most recent news in more then half a year is an article link to a review of a game that is in a
difference catagory, different country and even different decade that just happens to have the same name. No one proof read
that first?

I was hoping for a decent Advanced Wars knock off but this game is sub par even with that expectation. The story is cringe
worthy and I lost interest after the first few missions. Unless you are desperate for a title of this type then you should avoid
it...or maybe go look at that other game in the new article.
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Nope. Nope nope. This is a monstrousity. I probably didn't even make it to 30 minutes into this game, I was expecting
something totally different.. Wasn't even worth the 80 cents I paid for it.... Very, Very disappointing. I was told before release
that this game was made by the same guys that had created one of the all time best turn based strategy games ever in "Advanced
wars" which was made for nintendo gameboy advance.
What we received was a beat down, generic, shallow game. Lacking any polish or interest, even from the very first tutorial stage
you will realize how far backwards a game of such legend can come.
Graphics are stale, units are extremely limited and generic. Whilst it "may" keep some people entertained for a short period, i
surely doubt it.

Do not buy.

Seriously, if the devs of this game put in some effort and released a modernised version of advanced wars, they would make
millions. From the quirky commanders with special abilities to air and naval battles. The game was fantastic for the era. Please
consider putting some effort into any future games.. I got this game for 99 cents as a curiosity, but was very dissapointed. I'd say
the biggest problem I have with the game is that it is customized for slower computers so I can't play it on my computer. Every
turn feels like I'm draggng my feet through a hurricane that's pushing me backward slowing my pace to a crawl. As far as the
gameplay goes, overall its not really too bad, but it is just a mediocre rts game that may have had a lot of potential if it had
better game mechanics. My recomendation is not to buy this game, If its 99 cents and your curious and have some money to
waste check it out, as its not atrocious just sub par and plauged by that awful issue that the game seems to move as slow as
humanly possible.. A pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 If you bought this cause you were longing for some
Advance Wars like gameplay, TOO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING BAD. This steaming pile of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 fails in every single aspect and my god the AI is awful.

0\/10, regretting my purchase.. I'd really like to have a good Advance Wars clone available on Steam, but this isn't it. The
clunky, ugly 3D graphics are a huge step back compared to the clear and functional 2D graphics of the original, and it's far less
intuitive to grasp the relative strengths and weaknesses of the units because they're not called "infantry" or "tanks" or the like. In
short, it's an incompetent clone of a great game.. If you are REALY want something that is exactly like like Advance Wars you
may not be fully disappointed, because this game is exactly like that only (slightly) worse in every respect. The AI
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the story and drawings smell of cheap, the tutorial is misleading, the unit design
makes no sense, the UI is ugly and unresponsive with occasional glitches, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 options
menu, there are no fight or capture animations, no unit merging, I could go on and on. I myself only bought this because I got a
75% coupon and I still kind of regret the 1,25 EUR I spent on it. It has hotseat mode which is really the only positive thing I can say
about it.

Bottom line:
Avoid it. Even if you are desperate for some AW-style hotseat combat don't pay more then 1.5 bucks.... Holy crap...

I love turn-based strategy, but this game is absolutely terrrible. The interface is abysmal (all clicking...only one hotkey). I thought
for sure that this game would be good or at least passable, but omfg I was wrong. Honestly, I bought it for a buck, and I still wish I
could return it, just so the devs don't get their cut for a game like this.

I read the reviews and thought I would give it a chance...don't make the same mistake I did.. I bought this game for 50 cents on a
steam deal and I regret it. I thought it was a steal for me to buy this for 50 cents, but i was dead wrong. Don't buy this.
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